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In Deeper Waters Simon and Schuster “A frothy confection of sea-foam, young
love, and derring-do.” —NPR From the New York Times bestselling author of So This
Is Ever After, a young prince must rely on a mysterious stranger to save him when
he is kidnapped during his coming-of-age tour in this swoony adventure that is The
Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue meets Pirates of the Caribbean. Prince Tal has
long awaited his coming-of-age tour. After spending most of his life cloistered behind
palace walls as he learns to keep his forbidden magic secret, he can ﬁnally see his
family’s kingdom for the ﬁrst time. His ﬁrst taste of adventure comes just two days
into the journey, when their crew discovers a mysterious prisoner on a burning
derelict vessel. Tasked with watching over the prisoner, Tal is surprised to feel an
intense connection with the roguish Athlen. So when Athlen leaps overboard and
disappears, Tal feels responsible and heartbroken, knowing Athlen could not have
survived in the open ocean. That is, until Tal runs into Athlen days later on dry land,
very much alive, and as charming—and secretive—as ever. But before they can
pursue anything further, Tal is kidnapped by pirates and held ransom in a plot to
reveal his rumored powers and instigate a war. Tal must escape if he hopes to save
his family and the kingdom. And Athlen might just be his only hope… One is
Enough GEN Manga Entertainment Inc. Matsumoto-kun is just about to turn sixteen
when he accidentally bumps into and injures his mysterious high school senpai,
Mizushima-kun. Now, he is bound to make it up to him, but the lines aren’t clear on
just how far this new angst ﬁlled steamy relationship will go. Sailor Men 801 Media,
Incorporated In the title story of Sailor Men, Maki is best friends with Kana, but he
never thought of him in any other way. Until one night, Kana dresses up in a sailor
uniform to entertain everyone. Suddenly, Maki ﬁnds he has feelings that he doesn't
quite know what to do with. And Maki's just one of several young men falling in love
and lust in the hot romances told within Sailor Men. Anime Art Class A Complete
Course in Drawing Manga Cuties Rock Point In her follow-up to Chibi Art Class,
renowned Instagram artist Yoai is back to teach you how to draw the popular
Japanese style of anime and manga like a pro. In Anime Art Class, you will learn how
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to draw Yoai’s signature cute characters, from their bodies and facial features to
their dreamy eyes, trendy clothes and accessories, and fun hair. The 20 tutorials,
with simple step-by-step illustrations and instructions, guide you from drawing
characters in pencil and pen to coloring and shading them in with colored pencils,
markers, and watercolor paints. With the addition of lots of drawing tips and tricks
and inspiration galleries that you can also use as coloring pages, soon you will be
enhancing your notebooks, stationery, artwork, and more with your own unique
anime world. Anime Art Class is now in session! Skip・Beat!, Vol. 1 VIZ Media LLC
Kyoko knows she's not plain and uninteresting, no matter what Sho says. With the
help of a little makeover, Kyoko's ready to exact her revenge. But ﬁrst she needs to
land an audition, and she sets her sights on the agency where Sho's lead rival works.
Her persistence pays oﬀ, but her broken heart turns out to be a disadvantage. Kyoko
has lost the will to love anybody, let alone fans she's never met. Can the agency see
past this problem to Kyoko's true star potential? -- VIZ Media Let's Draw Manga
Sexy Gals Digital Manga, Inc. Sexy female characters are the spice of every manga
story. These heroines ﬁnd themselves in every position possible! This volume in the
Let's Draw Manga series helps manga artists expand on their knowledge of the
human body to draw women in a variety of poses, and with a variety of clothing,
facial expressions, hairstyles, and more. It oﬀers valuable instruction on solving
tricky problems, such as drawing the folds of fabric and perspective. The seductive,
ﬂirtatious women in this heavily illustrated reference are an inspiration to any artist.
I Think Our Son is Gay "Despite belonging to a family of four, the Aoyama
residence is typically home to three due to father Akiyoshi's job. While he's away at
work, mom Tomoko and her two beloved sons Hiroki and Yuri go about their
everyday lives--going to school, making dinner, doing homework, etc. But now that
Hiroki's in his ﬁrst year of high school, his thoughts are turning ever so slightly to sex
and romance...and his mom can't help but notice his slips of the tongue when he's
talking about who he likes. Supportive Tomoko has an inkling Hiroki might be gay,
but she's going to let him ﬁgure it out for himself. Unfortunately, Hiroki has little
talent for keeping his "secret," so he might die of embarassment before all is said
and done!"--Amazon. The Rapture of the Nerds A Tale of the Singularity,
Posthumanity, and Awkward Social Situations Macmillan A tale set at the end
of the twenty-ﬁrst century ﬁnds the planet's divided hominid population subjected to
the forces of a splintery metaconsciousness that inundates networks with plans for
cataclysmic technologies, prompting an unwitting jury member to participate in a
grueling decision. Fangs, Volume 1, Volume 1 Fangs Bitten by a vampire at a
club, nineteen-year-old En barely survived. Taken under the wing of Ichii--a member
of the health and welfare division of the vampire rights organization known as
FANGS--En learns he's to be taught about this new "world" he must survive in. In
order to control the urge to suck blood and attack innocents, FANGS established a
"pairing system," where two vampires support one another with regular meals. As a
young, virginal vampire, En is highly sought after by many senior vamps. That is,
until he declares his intention to pair with his guardian, Ichii... Under One Roof
With the Beast (Yaoi Manga) Volume 1 PRINTEMPS PUBLISHING Daigo is starting
college in the spring, joining his twin cousins, Jin and Shin. Daigo always had a crush
on Jin since he was a child, but Shin was always the one who couldn’t leave him
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alone. Shin ﬁnds out that Daigo has a crush on Jin, and aggressively presses Shin
about it, telling him to pick him instead of Jin. Since Shin and Jin are identical, Daigo
gets confused. His heart starts beating faster as he looks into Shin’s eyes and…?!
This series has been published in Japan since 2012 which Japanese title name is
"Hitotsu Yane no Shita no Kedamono" Not Even Bones HarperCollins "Twisty, grisly,
genre-bending and immersive, Not Even Bones will grab you by the throat and drag
you along as it gleefully tramples all of your expectations." —Sara Holland, New York
Times best-selling author of Everless Dexter meets This Savage Song in this dark
fantasy about a girl who sells magical body parts on the black market—until she’s
betrayed. Nita doesn’t murder supernatural beings and sell their body parts on the
internet—her mother does that. Nita just dissects the bodies after they’ve been
“acquired.” Until her mom brings home a live specimen and Nita decides she wants
out; dissecting a scared teenage boy is a step too far. But when she decides to save
her mother’s victim, she ends up sold in his place—because Nita herself isn’t exactly
“human.” She has the ability to alter her biology, a talent that is priceless on the
black market. Now on the other side of the bars, if she wants to escape, Nita must
ask herself if she’s willing to become the worst kind of monster. Now available as a
Webtoon! My Yaoi-Con 2011 Report Digital Manga, Inc. My Cute Crossdresser
Project H Llc What happens when a bunch of nerdy guys (without girlfriends) get
together to try to catch a perverted predator on a crowded train - and decide to run
a sting operation? But, how would they do that? Who or what would they use for a
decoy to catch this predator? Oh, we know! Let's dress up one as a girl! Yes - HE is a
SHE! He looks so cute! He's just perfect and anyone would fall for him! Including his
classmates! Orient 1 Kodansha America LLC Ancient Japanese warriors, invaders
from another world, and ... motorcycles?! You don't want to miss this crazy, actionpacked shonen manga by the creator of Magi! Tokyo Urban-hip Hop Culture
Digital Manga Incorporated Presents step-by-step instructions on how to draw
diﬀerent urban and hip-hop characters, accessories, hairstyles, and backgrounds.
The Inu-yasha Experience Fiction, Fantasy and Facts DH Publishing Inc Using a
question-and-answer format, presents information about the anime series featuring
the mystical half-demon InuYasha and the schoolgirl Kagome, including aﬃliated
products, with assistance provided by a glossary and keyword index. An Even More
Beautiful Lie Digital Manga, Inc. Painter Yukari Yohito will soon realize that despite
all that he's been through, leaving his umbrella on a train will be the one thing that
changes his life. Completely in tune with his paintings, Yukari is a genius at the
canvas; however he is completely useless at living life. One day fellow art student
Kurosu Keiichiro realizes Yukari has forgotten his umbrella on the train and quickly
tries to return it-- having been a huge fan of Yukari's work, he strikes up a friendship.
Keiichiro begins coming by to take care of things for the neurotic artist. However, the
more he involves himself in Yukari's complex life the deeper Keiichiro's feelings
begin to run. It's no longer mere friendship or even admiration that moves him, but
just what should he do about it? Classmates Vol. 4: Sora and Hara Seven Seas
Entertainment Hara Manabu is a gay man who feels somewhat adrift in the world. He
spends his days teaching at an all-boys school, his nights out on the town. While at a
gay bar, he meets a young man named Sorano and feels an instant connection. But
things become complicated when he sees Sorano again--as it turns out, the young
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man is a new student at Hara's school. Can Hara navigate the feelings he has for a
student? Haru's Curse Kodansha America LLC After the funeral, Natsumi reluctantly
agrees to date her sister’s ﬁancé Togo. But as their relationship develops with the
passing seasons, Haru’s memory lingers over them like a curse. Asuka Konishi’s
English-language debut is a nuanced and aﬀecting portrait of the conﬂict between
romantic and familial love, and of the hard choices that face us all in making our
lives our own. Endless Comfort Digital Manga, Inc. Young businessman Kuzumi has
just returned to his childhood home where he must contend with the memories he
left behind and Yuu, the handsome new dog trainer with a troubled past. It's virtually
love at ﬁrst sight, as they immediately connect and know they have to help each
other to heal the emotional scars from the past. Otaku and the Struggle for
Imagination in Japan Duke University Press From computer games to ﬁgurines and
maid cafes, men called “otaku” develop intense fan relationships with “cute girl”
characters from manga, anime, and related media and material in contemporary
Japan. While much of the Japanese public considers the forms of character love
associated with “otaku” to be weird and perverse, the Japanese government has
endeavored to incorporate “otaku” culture into its branding of “Cool Japan.” In Otaku
and the Struggle for Imagination in Japan, Patrick W. Galbraith explores the
conﬂicting meanings of “otaku” culture and its signiﬁcance to Japanese popular
culture, masculinity, and the nation. Tracing the history of “otaku” and “cute girl”
characters from their origins in the 1970s to his recent ﬁeldwork in Akihabara, Tokyo
(“the Holy Land of Otaku”), Galbraith contends that the discourse surrounding
“otaku” reveals tensions around contested notions of gender, sexuality, and ways of
imagining the nation that extend far beyond Japan. At the same time, in their
relationships with characters and one another, “otaku” are imagining and creating
alternative social worlds. Steal Moon Digital Manga Pub "Drop-dead gorgeous
operative Coyote wasn't prepared to fall for stubborn Nozomi. After all, a trained
professional never mixes work with the ﬂeeting thrill of carnal pleasure. But as he
struggles to control his urges, Coyote's resolve is weakened by the sweet temptation
of Nozomi's perfect body! However the new lovers know no peace - from high in the
heavens, they're being watched by a deadly moon-guardian that may prove
indestructible. Can Coyote and Nozomi use the power of myth to unlock the mystery
of an ancient computer program and save themselves and humanity?"--Page 4 of
cover. Perfect Training (Yaoi Manga) VIZ Media LLC A man’s romantic dates with
his boyfriend keep turning naughty. A shy teenage boy dreams of becoming a
woman to fulﬁll his best friend’s fantasies. A farm boy in the big city winds up
working as a gigolo—and then his innocent younger cousin shows up for a visit. A
manga artist reluctantly takes a job drawing yaoi manga, only to ﬁnd that his
artwork reveals his hidden desires. This collection of unabashedly sensual short
stories includes all these encounters and more. -- VIZ Media Dekoboko Sugar Days
TOKYOPOP Yuujirou Matsukaze has been close friends with Rui Hanamine since the
two of them were children. Back then, Yuujirou was the one who stood up for and
took care of his adorable, soft-hearted friend. But as it turns out, Yuujirou's childhood
dreams end up growing a little too big to handle — or, rather, too tall! At over six
feet in height, the cheerful and happy-go-lucky Rui towers over his would-be
protector... and still has no idea Yuujirou's had a crush on him since they were kids!
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Better Than a Dream Digital Manga, Inc. "In here?" the man asked, opening the
door to the house. He quickly found the bathroom, and started taking oﬀ his clothes
right there in the hallway. "Hey!" Yuuki yelled, gaping at him in amazement. "You
like looking at naked men or something?" the man smirked. Tsukada and Yuuki are
the perfect couple, living a life of bliss in the shadow of towering Mount Asahidake.
While Tsukada is a risk-taking adventurer, homebody Yuuki runs a caf called Fuuba.
But after Tsukada dies in a tragic avalanche, Yuuki sinks into a dark depression,
unable to get his lover out of his mind. An old school friend helps him ease the pain,
but their relationship is uneasy at best. One year later, a mysterious stranger walks
into Fuuba carrying a mountain-climber's backpack. Kamishiro is a brawny master
chef who's looking for a job. Yuuki winds up hiring him, and even throws in room and
board. Soon they are roommates with separate bedrooms, until one fateful night,
when everything changes between them... When All the World Sleeps Daniel
Whitlock is terriﬁed of going to sleep. And rightly so: he sleepwalks, with no
awareness or memory of his actions. Including burning down Kenny Cooper's housewith Kenny inside it-after Kenny brutally beat him for being gay. Back in the tiny
town of Logan after serving his prison sentence, Daniel isolates himself in a cabin in
the woods and chains himself to his bed at night. Like the rest of Logan, local cop Joe
Belman doesn't believe Daniel's absurd defense. But when Bel saves Daniel from a
retaliatory ﬁre, he discovers that Daniel might not be what everyone thinks: killer,
liar, tweaker, freak. Bel agrees to control Daniel at night-for the sake of the other
townsfolk. Daniel's fascinating, but Bel's not going there. Yet as he's drawn further
into Daniel's dark world, Bel ﬁnds that he likes being in charge. And submitting to Bel
gives Daniel the only peace he's ever known. But Daniel's demons won't leave him
alone, and he'll need Bel's help to slay them once and for all-assuming Bel is willing
to risk everything to stand by him. Pandora End of Days: A Zombie SurvivalHorror Graphic Novel CreateSpace The most amazing archaeological discovery of
our time-- a sarcophagus from an ancient civilization that predates the Egyptian
Pyramids by more than ﬁfty thousand years--is being broadcast as a live public
exhibit on national TV. But in their haste to reveal a glimpse of what could be the
origin of mankind, the scholars of the OBARI Foundation instead unleash an ancient
plague upon the modern world. This is the age-old story of the curious--and of those
who must race to close the door on what should never have been opened . . . This is
PANDORA, the End of Days... ----------- PANDORA End of Days manga-comic Graphic
Novel contains over 200+ pages of beautiful shaded illustrations by Jin Song Kim
who brings Peter J. Ang's story to life with a combination of western comic book and
Japanese Manga art styles together! For more info on the series: Pandora-eod.com
Facebook.com/Realinterfacestudios Paranormal / Survival Horror / Plague / Zombie
Apocalypse Maid-sama! (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 2 Includes Vols. 3 & 4 VIZ Media
LLC A 2-in-1 edition of the romantic-comedy series where a student council president
secretly works at a maid café! As if being student council president of a
predominantly male high school isn’t hard enough, Misaki Ayuzawa has a major
secret—she works at a maid café after school! How is she supposed to keep her
image of being ultrasmart, strong and overachieving intact once school heartthrob
Takumi Usui discovers her double life?! When Café Maid Latte plans a slew of
themed events like “Maid Rangers Day” and “Little Sister Day,” Misaki surprisingly
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struggles with playing the “little sister”! Later, more shenanigans erupt at the café…
Misaki is usually up to any challenge, but how will she handle things when a pretty
idol called Aoi decides to make Usui hers? Stealing the Wind Dreamspinner Press
Taren dives overboard and is saved by a pirate captain—his people are Ea, shapeshifting merfolk... and Taren is one of them too. Wait for You Harper Collins The #1
New York Times and USA Today bestselling phenomenon Some things are worth
waiting for . . . Traveling thousands of miles from home to enter college is the only
way nineteen-year-old Avery Morgansten can escape what happened at that fateful
Halloween party ﬁve years ago—an event that forever changed her life. What she
never planned on was capturing the attention of the one guy who could shatter the
precarious future she's building for herself. Some things are worth experiencing . . .
Cameron Hamilton is six feet, three inches of swoon-worthy hotness, com-plete with
a pair of striking blue eyes and a remarkable ability to make Avery want things she
believed had been irrevocably stolen from her. Getting involved with him is
dangerous. Yet ignoring the simmering tension that sparks between them—and
brings out a side of her she never knew existed—is impossible. Some things
shouldn't be kept quiet . . . But when Avery starts receiving threatening e-mails and
phone calls, she's forced to face a past she wants to keep buried and acknowledge
that someone is refusing to allow her to let go of that night when everything
changed. If the devastating truth comes out, will she resurface with one less scar?
And will Cam be there to help her? And some things are worth ﬁghting for . . .
Monster and the Beast Yen Press LLC Cavo is a hideous monster with a pure
heart. Liam, on the other hand, might look like the perfect gentleman, but he's a
beast on the inside, and he has an eccentric personality to boot. When Cavo rescues
Liam from an unfortunate situation in the forest, the paths of the monster and the
beast cross for the ﬁrst time. Will their meeting be a ﬂeeting encounter or a timeless
entanglement? And will Liam succeed in leading the innocent Cavo astray? Boys, Be
Ambitious! (Yaoi Manga) VIZ Media LLC When gorgeous transfer student Kazuma
moves in to the ramshackle Akeboshi High Boys' Dorm #2, he immediately attracts
the interest of resident airhead-with-a-heart-of-gold Masaji. Kazuma relentlessly
rebuﬀs and abuses the other boy, but Masaji refuses to give up! After all, he just
wants to be friends. Determined (for some reason?) to keep trying, Masaji chips
away at Kazuma's abrasive aura, but could this sweet-and-sour feeling be what he
thinks it is?! A super go-get-'em boy and a hot-and-cold beauty in a coming-of-age
rom-com that includes a cast of colorful characters! -- VIZ Media Pretty Men
Fighting Dirty (Yaoi Manga) VIZ Media LLC A non-stop collection of romance and
smut! In the title story, Taizo the potter ﬁnds Shino wandering lost in the mountains
and invites him back to his home. Wanting to help Taizo with his artistic block, Shino
takes a hands-on approach with Taizo’s rock-hard body. In “A Loving Household,” we
follow the story of an adorable house-hubby who has his hands full being salaciously
loved by his new husband and stepsons. “Let’s Go to the Proctology Clinic!”
chronicles a young man’s ﬁrst visit to his proctologist for a rather embarrassing
problem. But when it comes time for his examination, he ﬁnds out he may be in too
good of hands! -- VIZ Media Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation: Mo DAO Zu
Shi (Novel) Vol. 1 Grandmaster Of Demonic Cultiva Also known as MDZS, the
blockbuster danmei/Boys' Love novels from China that inspired comics, animation,
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and the live-action series The Untamed--which amassed billions of views, including
on Netﬂix! This historical fantasy tale of two powerful men who ﬁnd each other
through life and death is now in English, for the very ﬁrst time. Wei Wuxian was once
one of the most outstanding men of his generation, a talented and clever young
cultivator who harnessed martial arts, knowledge, and spirituality into powerful
abilities. But when the horrors of war led him to seek a new power through demonic
cultivation, the world's respect for his skills turned to fear, and his eventual death
was celebrated throughout the land. Years later, he awakens in the body of an
aggrieved young man who sacriﬁces his soul so that Wei Wuxian can exact revenge
on his behalf. Though granted a second life, Wei Wuxian is not free from his ﬁrst, nor
the mysteries that appear before him now. Yet this time, he'll face it all with the
righteous and esteemed Lan Wangji at his side, another powerful cultivator whose
unwavering dedication and shared memories of their past will help shine a light on
the dark truths that surround them. This Chinese xianxia fantasy novel series built
around the romanticized love between two men (danmei) has been translated into
numerous languages and spawned a multimedia franchise that has taken the globe
by storm, including the massively popular live-action series The Untamed available
now on Netﬂix, YouTube, and more. The Seven Seas English-language edition will
include exclusive, all-new cover art from Jin Fang (jinzillaa), interior illustrations from
Marina Privalova (BaoshanKaro), and a translation by Suika (yummysuika) with editor
Pengie (pengiesama). The Ravishing of the Crown Prince, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
VIZ Media LLC On his way to his morning classes, college student Feng Ming
heroically jumps in front of a speeding truck to save a toddler in its path. When he
comes to, he ﬁnds himself in an ancient Chinese palace with servants calling him
“Your Highness”! Before he’s had time to make sense of what’s happened, the
handsome yet cruel Ren Ting sweeps in manhandling Feng Ming, hissing, “Your body
may be beautiful, but it’s too weak to withstand my punishments.” Will this
dimension-spanning relationship result in love... or hate? -- VIZ Media Weeaboo Oni
Press Perfect for fans of American Born Chinese, Peepo Choo and Sacred Heart,
WEEABOO is a celebration and dissection of anime fandom, small towns, and
internet culture from debut artist, Alissa M. Sallah. It’s their senior year of high
school and three friends are preparing for the big anime convention happening after
graduation! Even though they’ve known each other for years, they’re ﬁnding out that
reality isn’t like a cartoon, and that people grow up and sometimes apart. This is a
story about appropriation, identity, and what it means to change. Tricky Prince
Digital Manga Pub Yujin Ratcliﬀ is a very serious, yet impoverished student who
somehow manages to continually be at the top of his class. On the evening of the
school's big Christmas bash, Yujin's classmates decide to pull a side-splitting pratical
joke on him, and they transform him into a princess! Suddenly all eyes are on the
blond and striking young Prince Willis as he enters the room. Who knew that this joke
would have been the commencement of the Prince's powerful attraction towards the
"princess" Yujin? Find out what happens to poor Yujin now that he's being furiously
pursued by the smitten Prince Willis in this hilarious take on the classic Prince and
the Pauper. His Seduction Kensington Publishing Corp. An impulsive act leads to an
irresistible outcome in the medieval series ﬁlled with “passion, danger, lush history
and a touch of magic” (Hannah Howell). Lady Rois Drummond is ﬁercely devoted to
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her widowed father, the respected Scottish Earl of Brom. So when she believes he is
about to be exposed as a traitor to England, she must think quickly. Desperate, Rois
makes a shocking claim against the suspected accuser, Sir Griﬃn Westcott. But her
impetuous lie leaves her in an outrageous circumstance: hastily married to the
enemy. Yet Griﬃn is far from the man Rois thinks he is—and much closer to the man
of her dreams. . . Griﬃn may be an Englishman, but in truth he leads a clandestine
life as a spy for Scotland. Refusing to endanger any woman, he has endured the
loneliness of his mission. But Rois’s absurd charge has suddenly changed all that.
Now, with his cover in jeopardy, Griﬃn must ﬁnd a way to keep his secret while
keeping his distance from his spirited and tempting new wife—a task that proves
more diﬃcult than he ever imagined . . . Praise for the MacGruder Brothers series
“Medieval Scotland roars to life in this fabulous series.”—Pamela Palmer, New York
Times-bestselling author “Finally! A bold, lusty Medieval! Diana Cosby is superbly
talented.”—Cathy Maxwell, New York Times-bestselling author “Fans of Cosby will
enjoy returning to William Wallace’s historically detailed Scotland. Familiar
characters play a large role, to the delight of longtime readers.”—RT Book Reviews
Dramacon: 15th Anniversary Omnibus Edition TokyoPop Relive Christie's threeyear adventure at the Yatta Anime Convention with this 15th-anniversary edition of
Svetlana Chmakova's debut series: Dramacon. All three volumes are compacted into
one pocket-sized edition. Vol 1 Summar The Manga Cookbook Manga University
Reading manga sure can make a person hungry! Food appears frequently in
Japanese comics, but what exactly is it that the characters are eating? Introducing
The Manga Cookbook, an illustrated step-by-step guide to preparing simple Japanese
dishes using ingredients found in every Western kitchen. Learn to identify and make
the same things you see in all your favorite manga: authentic onigiri (rice balls),
yakitori (skewered chicken), oshinko (pickled vegetables), udon (Japanese noodles),
okonomiyaki (Japanese-style pizza) and many others! Includes sections on how to
assemble bento boxed lunches and properly use chopsticks. Features original manga
illustrations by Chihiro Hattori.
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